






Foreword Vorwort 
Dr. Hannes Swoboda Dr. Hannes Swoboda 
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Amtsführender Stadtrat für Stadtentwicklung, Stadtplanung und 

Außenbeziehungen der Stadt Wien 

Finding a contemporary style to design public streets aiiil 
squares as weil as the fiirr&i ture iterns to be ii&stallec/ «i tlieiii is 
anisscie that has tin&e and again confronted urbar& plant&eis arie/ 

politicians. Ii& paiticiilar, old cities with their wealth ofhistoncal 
buildings often make the choice between contemporary clesigi& 
on the oi&e hai&cl ancl a inore historicising style on the other hanc/ 
a difficcilt oi&e that shoulo' always be taken by competent, 
internationally respected experts. 

Thcis the "Arbeitskreis Stadtmob&ieitu&g", a working party on 
urban fiirniture desigr&, was calleclinto life with the express 
purpose of adapting Vier&i&a's iirbair fcirniture to the functional 
and aesthetic recliiiren&ents of oiii tii»es, iii the process using 
both existii&g ano' novel eleinents. Tlii. . ol&j ective was thiis not 
ciniformity and monotonousi&ess bart ii&clivicliial, iclei&ti ty-creating 
clesi gn. 

The histonc, traditional beauty of the scliian&s slioiilc/ be allowed 
to speak for itself while the urban oesic&n, c/espite its 
international flair, should emphasize, not i&loss ovei, local 
charactenstics. The tendency of bani&ii&c& cai traffic fion& the old 
city sqiiares offers a particularly gooc/ opportiini ty of linking old 
structures and new design in a mai&ner that creates iirban space 
that is appealing from both the fiii&ctional anc/ the aesthetic 
vii. . wpoint. For ine personally, the street as a place that caii be 
claimed ai&dinhabited has more than ever become /he focus of 
iirbai»sm. Itis my firm conviction that places meist be cieated 
that inspire passers-by to /«&ger and enjoy them. For it is above 
all ii& peiiocis ofincreasing social margina&isatior& that we iieec/ 
new ineetii&g poii&ts where people can come togetf&er arie/ 

comn&iinicate. 

For this ieason, the City of Vier&i&a l&iit also the companies and 
ii&stitutioi&s that provioe the fcirnishings for piiblic streets anc/ 

squares — i&iust n&ake siire /hat pciblic space will be aclequately 
feit l&ishecl ai&cl appointec/ This i&iay also include innovative, new 
desigi&. Ai&c/ this is why we also offer aii oppc&rtiinity to young 
architects and designers to n&ake their icle'is reality 
Coi»petitions foriiidivicliial prolects, siicli as for thc. i&ew design 
for kiosks or containers foi the ii&ten»ecliate storagc of mail, 
have yieloed excellent results. Tlie ol&&cictivc. of Vier&i&a's iii l&ai& 

planning oepartmei&t to ii&volve yoiing artists i»oie iiiteiisively 
into planni ng processes is coiitiiiuec/ ii& these pioliicts, 

Thcis, the new urban furniture for Vienna ic. pri&sei&ts a 
felicitoiis coinbination of expeneiice aiicl iiiiiovatioii a bleiii/ 
that will continue to grace the stieets anc/ scliiares of Vieniia 
from nowinto the next millenniiin&. 
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Das urbane Wohnzimmer 
Dietmar Stainer 

The Urban Living-Room 

If these days find you strolling through the city . no, hut w iit, 
you're probably not strolling hut sitting in your car, stuck in a 

traffic tarn, looking around with a nervously wandering gaze that 

yearns for variety and release from monotony If thus, strapped 
to your seat, you sit in your observation cell, you will notice that 
the city is becoming more and more harmonious, clean, idyllic. 
The lovely eid houses are resplendent and gleaming in their new 
coats of paint - they really gleam since the new synthetic p aster 
work seals the surfaces, plasticises them, transforms the eid 
houses into mode s of themselves. In the protection zones with 

their "newly renovated" ensembles, it is but rarely that you wi I 

find vestiges of the notorious, blatantly popeyed, barless win&iows 

Indestructible plastic-sashbar windows bespeak the cultural si. i& 

sibilities of the house-owners 
The streets, too, have beei& made as new. Trees were plarite&l, 

shady pa rking lots await the two or three cars that can be parked 
in the c earances between them The si&fewalks were wider&&. d 

with colourful cycling tracks, the new, rounrled coiners li&ive. &&w 

e&fges tn safeguard easy access anti are. eq&»ppcd with bolle rds 
stanclinrJ in a q&iarter circlc Vyhat ren&airis of the traffic lani&s is 

rlesigned to nr ovicle a dr iving exper ierice. , with curves anti bumps, 
which rlelights the owncrs of the pnpiil;ir Japariese all terrain, 
four-wheel-drive cars for the city I sponsor&&&l by S&iziiki why not&) 

Thus, the entry "street" is de eted from the chapter "traffic" iii the 
encyclopaedia of urbanism and instead r&&locatcd to the "housing" 
section. Consequent y, designing these surfaces, now calle&l 

"residential streets", is also referred to as "furnishii&g" theni 
In the mid-70s, Coop Himmelblau created one of their most 
revolutionary and intelligent future-oriented prolects: the 
Viennese street-room. For this purpose, the artists furnished a 

stretch of road with living-room furniture and thus clomesticated 
pub ic space. Years before, in the autumn of 1967, the "Balloon 
for Two", the first public insta lation by Haus-Rucker-Co, protu 
ded from the building in Apollogasse 3 in Vienna's 6th rqunicipa 
clistrict. A living-room without "basel surface" clair»erl public 
space lalbeit an airy one), thereby privatising it lwas there any air 

tax paid for the instal ation&1. Three years later, on the occasioii 
of the "Gient Bil iards" exhibition in February 'ir&d M'ir ei&, 1970 
Haus Rucker-Co wanted to inhabit the piihlic sp in&. &&f tlie. 

"Museun& ries 20 Jahr hui&derts" This res&ilti. &l in the first c&iiiflict 

with the invisible rules of spane Fnr ins&irene&& reasnns, th&&y 

werc only pe&rn&itted tn clali» thls spac&& rlill ll&&J tli&i op&&flllig Iiniit s 

of the n&useun&. 

These proiects nf th&. etc 60s arid early 70s strov&i tn highlirlhl 
the question of the &&se ar&&! purpose, of the availability irid p&&wer 

inherent ii& piik&lic spac&& Howcver, they inadverteiitly tiigg&ir&i&l;i 

deve. opment that fine ly ed to the. incre&ising "privatisation of 

p &I b I I C S p I C e. I f& I t s C & I I f e I& t f o I &11 . 

Stuck in a traffic Iam, we have enough time an&1 leisiire to look 
out of the car winriow, to see odd green spaccs in the rqidst of 
the city, green spaces that seem to have been forgntten by tlie 

normally so t&dy Municipa Department for Parks and Gardens, 
where p ants grow rampant and wild, seemingly without a gar 
dener's contra ing hand. It looks like nature just as we know it 

frorn TV spots advertising hair shan&poo. And this slice of natur e 

has a trade name, too "farmer's meadow", a signboard says 
Vienna's city fathers have personally followed the inspiring 
schoolbook image of the sower anti sown a meadow for &is 

forme&g a natural ensemble with r»etching, ho&r&ely, cozy wooden 
shelters ancl country-style phone booths with sashl&ars on the 
windows, which mercifully lack the abominable, fashionabiy 
rounded alun&inium corners of theii pre&iecessors 



Until recently, the naked cylinder of an advertisiiig pillar stoorl 

lust a few metres away now, it has been dolled up with a 

crinoline and sugarloaf dome. The Time Machine strikes again the 

modern house dating from the 1960s is older than thc 1980s 
mock-historical advertising pillar standing in front of it. 

This genre scene from the contemporary urban design of recent 

years could be supplemented and continued ad infinitum and 

thus is universal in character. Of course, this type of urban outlook 

has found its "J'accuse", too, in the form of a hugely enter- 

taining picture book entitled "Die verordnete Gemutlichkeit- 

Abgesang auf Sp&elstraf3e, Verkehrsberuhigung und Stadtbilcl- 

pflege" (Ordained Coz&ness — Saying Goodbye to Play Streets, 
Traffic Calming and Cityscape Groomingl. This book k&y Gina 

Angress and Elisabeth Niggemeyer, published in 1985, might bc 

called "Die gemordete Stadt" iThe Murdere&l City), Part Two, thus 

referring to the attack on the c!estruction of thc cirbari element in 

the postwar period which was piil&lished in 1964. Wolf Jobst Siccller 

contribute&t essays to both books anti after twcnty y&& ii s hacl to 

aclmit, by way of somit&ary, that 
"it sc'. erns b(it a si&ort tin&e ago that inner i:ilie» wcrc n&(idi. ' 

subserviei&t to traffic by c&ittii&cl corndois into the se«of ho&isc&», 

roul lcl c(II vPs wP(e to la(7dPI' PVPI& &ii iiet bac:ks tri. ets fit to «bsoi h 

traffic voliin&es. Today, these san&c stic&ets «re blockecl by spei. cl 

bui&7ps al&&t aftlflcIBI obstBcles tl&at t(BI&sfoil&7 tlaffic ii&to a kir&d of 
bare ano' ho&inds garne. Tl&e fathers' gar&er Btior& felle&d n&illioii» of 
avenue trees beca((se they tho&ight tl&em d«i&gcrous; theii sei&s 

i&ow stand, musing, before robinias ai&cl thistle thickets «r&cl 

believe they are lookii&g at biotopes. . 
" 

And Siedler, a declared conservative, states, 
"weariness of novelties is a feeling that typically charactenscs 
this epoch, and as in many things, fathers and sons are actually 

close to each other, lust as it could be generally said that oi&ly 

selclom all age groups ancl social strata have been fo&ind to agree 
on anything so unanimo(isly" 
I would like to add to this diagnosis by extending it to comprise 
political mentalities as weil Where is the differencc betweeri (i 

conservative prograrn&me that focuses on olcl style neigl&bo&ir 

hoorl val&ies ancl small seele local idylls on the oiip 17;incl;ind a 

type of gentle urban renewal, declarecl as proclrPSSive lpftist str;itpcly, 

where each ho&ise, each flat, each inhabitant is to be. placcd i»&&I(&r 

protection thr oucll& the conten&porary tenduncy of n&use&il &si rig 

cvcry&lay l&fez Where is the &lifferer&ce bctwccn the bourg(&&&is 

conservation of (. veryday life anrl the s&ipp&&rt of the ai&ticons&iiii(&&ist 

fla;i maikct that is a ehe i(icteristic of the p&&litic:al Icftz 

Today, we observe a kind of clerieral cultcir(il cons&&risiis (17;&t 

constantly lcixtaposes the conc&. pts of rootcclness;ind i&lcntity oi& 

the onc hand arid cirban anonymity and so callcclali&&ri itic&n on 

the otl&er har&d It is a ycarnir&g for an idyllic style of cir l&ari life& 

found by soma in farmers' markets and nei(Jhbourhood festiv;&ls 

ancl by others in the wine-bars and pubs of Vienna's Bar&7&uda 

Triangle or in the confessionals of emancipatory rehabilitation 

information outlets. And it is for this purpose that the city is beincl 

adapted, designed — for a form of urban life that is actually searcl&ed 

for and experienced in holidays as the romantic reverse of the 

medal of social backwardness and that must needs becor&7e aii 

element of our werk-oriented cities because the past dccacles of 

industrial ur hanism have entailecl the loss of all that can be. ex 

perienced as genuine and original in the cafes of Cyclacleari 

islancl villages or in tl&e evenin&Js on thc s&lciares of small Tuscar 

townships, when the buses unload their cargo of day c&&r&ir&iiite&rs 

from the urban ( entres. 



This is the stimulus that our urban planning departments react to 
Our city centres, too, are adlusted to accommodate touristically- 
inspired strolling. Residential roads and street cafes — everything 
must be there, must look cozy and harmless, harmonious and 
idyllic As if all neighbourhood denizens, all house communities 
actually met up for an hour or so of communal calisthenics. 
The viewpoint for my look at this idyll — through the car window 
in the traffic jam — was geite deliberate because all these measures 
and rdeas aim at hitting individual motorised traffic. There's 
nothing to be said against that, the prevalent ideology teils us. 
Every reasonable person is delighted by the weil-known story of 
the Japanese executive who cleverly does not use his BMVV or 
Mercedes as a means of transport bot rather shows the prestigious 
oblect, moored in a posh garage, to his guests when taking them 

on a tour through the house. One could derive an interesting 
scenario from this basis. In spite of the uncurbed increase of the 
number of private cars, their original function and purpose- 
unlimited, accelerated, individual motion — becomes more and 
more an impossibility. 
The city, founded on traffic, motion and speed, slows down. 
The city stands still, but only seemingly, with respect to movin&J 

oblects. Below the skin, however, behind the facades, the spee&l 

is actually accelerating. The car industry is bound to react to this 
&levelopment — what began with the car telephone will soon fin&l 

its logical contin&iation in the slogan "your car — your workplace" 
(whoever today tries to contact a person in a car will get a free 
traffic report with the conversation, in the style of, "weit a see, 
I have to move on; I can't hear you, reception is blocked by a 

lorry; please cali me later, I 
can't take down anything right now, 

I don't have my hands free "I 

My image of the stationary facade and the accelerated life should 
not be understood merely at the level of computerised work- 

places at home and decentralised work. The change does not take 

place as easily as that. Neither — and this will disappoint many 

"enlighteners of the public" — can the yearning for a cozy historical 

idyll be explained by the feeling of inseciirity caused by the 
current rapid change in the conditions of life. Co&nprehens&ve 

mon&iment preservation is not there ro provide a meaning to 

uiternpfoyment — even if this would result in a propa&Jandistical y 

elegant explanation of the forced idyll. 

This concept can be extended to encompass the entire urban space. 
Built substances are emptied while the mise en scene takes the 
fore. It is a typically Viennese aspect that the provincially 
historical element plays the leading role in this production. 
The oft invoked, more modern urbanism of Paris or Barcelona 
only stands for a different type of stage design the purpose and 

;iirn of the mise-en-scene is still the same. The urban space is 

crammed with spare-time activities, and a great Austrian artist 

already made suggestions for such a design of Vienna's old 

city in 1945 



So ler us follow Josef Hoffmann's "Thoughts on the 
Reconstruction of Vienna" coniparisons with the current 

situation are invlteil: 
"lr happl. ris hiir r iiely rillt a metropolis can t&oast an almost 

conipletely preserved, arristically valirable ciry centre like Vienna 

This parr of the i:ity shoiild oiily be inhabited by artists, scholars, 

art lovers aiio' plrticularly onginal characters. The grouncl levei 

slioiilil hoiise oiily snlail specialist shops in the unique old 
rl'Bciitloii of Vlenlicj. 

iii-between, tlier e shoiilcl be places of entertainmeiit of the type 
frecliil. . iitly iiiet tociay bot of a special, perfecr kiricl, srnall onginal 
restaiirants ancl wine-bars, fiiiit restaurants, confectioiienes, tca 

shops ancl cafes, restaiiranrs for the best fresli catch «f Daniibc 

fish, freshwater fish, crayfish and si/eh, decoratecl in th» tnrest 

Viennesc style. 
All these places shouid be open in the «veiiiiig iii/ii c/itei to both 

locBIs Bilcl foreigners. They woiild proviclp civiliseci plelsilic. ' Bnd 

permanent attraction for all 

Moreover, the unobtiiisive, cliiiet lieurigen atmospheie 
l "heurigen" beiilcd tl7P. I&Pw wille Bfio, coiiseciiiently, all glaces 
where ir is servecf, iri pliiticula/' si&&BII wille'. -cc'. Iiais iii /he siibLirbsl 

wrth rts typical niiisic coillcl finit Ii iiew honie iii rhe many lovely 

inner coilrtyards of thi» ilir iite r. 

Such a iiniqiic, stiniirhltiriil, tr irly Vieiinese place of entertainment 

woilld siuPly be tiic only one of its typl. ' in 1ll of Europe anci wo iilcf 
rliiis consririire B rop atrrai&rion. 

Dnvirig through thcsi noighboiulioods sliould be prohibiteci Bt 

ci&rtain ii«iirs l&f tlic. Ilrly, people coulcf perhaps even be carneii l/7 

Iit ter s 

Of coiirsc, , all tli«sc facilities shoiilcl be managed and overseen by 

olle «xpe/IPI7ced li&BI&, if possible a truly oiitstancfincl rnovie 

ciif Pclo/, wl7« VL/oiiid colilillissiof1 the services of oilr hast artists 

for tlie niliiy iiifferent tasks at hand 
OI7c /17iist /lot forger rliar rhe fiinds necessary to pr«iliicr& oni. 
«7«vlc w«LIld be e/7«iigli to cover /71«st esse/7 tliil costs s«7cc tl7«. 

firr nishings anci eq«rpment of rlie /I&d/v/dLIBI estal&lishriii. rits 

wo Lllcf i/1 Bn y case be met b y the en trPpreiicLI/s tl7 ei lisl. 'I vi'. s. 
There woiild be no better way of aclvertisiiiil for oiir i&ity, which is 

CPliaiit oii high-clBss tollrls«7, Brief thP. /rico/77c. ' Plli Iii'. LI — o/7i. i:olilo 

e. g. also imagine B sniall g, inibliiicl casino — woiilii piovili» B 

considerable fi nancial inpiir 
" 

Reading these words conf ures u p an i/&la/Ie of "V ieniia today" on 

TV and in reality before mi. . The so clllocl Vionnese high-society 

i s i il a n y c B s e y e a r i i i i 1 L. l f o r a i, o ii g r Li e rl t i&l i s e e n s c e ii e a n d 

actually lives il. 

The Lirban illylls of to/I iy iru III loiiristic in nature; they are used 

ancl perl:eiveil wilh lhii i/yi. s of srranclcrs, even by the inhabitants 

lhe/uselves, who only finil niore identity and rootedness in these 

iily Is because others, wlio in reality are they themse ves, perceive 

tliese iilyl s, is s/iCh AL Ihe same t/me, th/s is the collective levl. 

Lif honi(. Ii/iii f/i/iii i ii ily in lila C/ly. L/lee mass tour/sm, it is only 

sub/liviclocl inlc& incliv/cl/ial special segments. 



A good example is the social segmentation of a newly created 
area, the so-called Danube Island. As the "Danube Island Gazette" 

teil us, the key problem lies here in drawing social lines, in creating 
group-specific idylls. It is demanded that a certain, precisely 
defined sector be allocated to each group — one each for fishermen, 

dog owners, children, windsurfers, for the handicapped, for 
rubber-boat aficionados, for topless bathers and more conserva- 

tively dressed ones, for people eating cold cuts and those who 

prefer (sme ly) barbecues, for peaceful sleepers and ghetto blaster 

addicts — cyclists are in fact the real lords/ladies of the Island 

since they move fastest. 
This place is most immediately a home without a city. It is a place 
without traditions, the new, albeit temporary squatters stake their 

claims. To each his, her idyll 

What is exemplified so clearly on a free, open territory in the case 
of Danube Island has become a model often followed in the 
planning of suburban neighbourhoods, of new city quarters. 
The predominant idee is to create new villages at the periphery 
for middle-class families taking refuge from the city. However, 

what at first glance looks like nostalgie for an idyllic past has in 

fact qriite a solid background - the so-called "invisible conquest 
and settlement" that has begun to structure the periphery of 
cities, the future settlement areas, to a high degree This invisible 

settlement is carried out by means of emission lines along traffic 

routes, by means of the necessary distances to waste dumps, by 

means of directional radio links and energy lines, by means of 

marginalised areas destined for nature and landscape protection. 
All that leads logically to a segmentation of the sites classified for 

construction projects, so-called "islands" surrounded by visible 

and invisible "routes". 
This is the background of a cultural programme that demands 
such new villages, whose political or aesthetic attitudes are not 

characterised by any marked differences anymore. This new 

village idyll takes place in both do-it-yourself, self-administered 
eco-communities and in upper-class ghettos that are surrounded, 
for security, by barbed wire fences and probably soon will boast 
their own village police. The already existing "Little Russia", a 

community inhabited by former Soviet diplomats and charges 
d'affaires in the 22nd municipal district, will serve as a prototype 
for such luxury settlements Soon, the core of Vienna will bp. 

surrounded by a multitude of such villages. The rural element 
will increasingly permeate the urban fabric, which will speil the 

formal decease of the city The only thing of importance will be 

the time spent to travel from the new village to the old city, 
which in its turn will also sport a new skin. This time, spent on 

iirban routes, will be fully devoted to small-scale everyday 
surrogate warfare. 
Between and behind the historical, familiar fapades, we find our 

identity, we are rooted in idyllic spaces, we travel daily from one 

home to the next. And all these idylls of a beautiful, harmonious 
and weil-ordered new city follow a touristic inspiration and are 
executed bureaucratically. Nothing may disturb the "urban and 

architectural outlook", people and fai;ades must by decree be as 
weil-adlusted as possible. The asphalt Iungle will become 
irrevocably "civilised" and produce many territorially protected 
allotment gardens. Coziness will then finally be ordainecl from 

above. And there will be no way out because we all like it so much. 



Der Arbeitskreis Stadtmöblierung 
Ines Mitterer 

The "Arbeitskreis Stadtmöblierung" 

Is there somewhere a bureaucracy run wild, starting a big 

programme for furnishing the city out of the blue froru boredom 
pure and simple, because there was nothing eise to do& No. It was 

requests of citizens ancl the media, urging aesthetic improvement 

and thus also demanding the segmentation and privatisation of 

public space. Even those who would like to leave the city to itself 

and the creative drive of its citizens, in the tradition of 

grassroots democracy, soon understand that, in the end, no 

creation or design happens "of its own accord", and that 
"professional aesthetes" must be called in somewhere along the 

road towards the design of public space. 
It is the task of the municipal administration to make this possible 
and to mediate between citizens' clemands on the one hand and 

designers' icleas on the other hand. 

Contrary to other big European cities, Vienna has up to iiow 

n&ar&acJed to do withoi&t ar&y urliforr&& coiltemporary cirbar& desiclr&. 

There's nothiiig deplorable abocit th'it, one is tempted to say 

rather, this offers an opporturiity to avoid son&e rnistakes &ir&il 

save a few i»illion schillings. The uniform kiosks of Berlin, the 

super-stylerl squares anti streets of Bariielona may have inspirecl 

enthusiasm in thc design-obsessed 80s; by now, urban clwellers 

are yearnrng for something that n&rght be called "ctol&lc&sticatecl 

eiversity" . 

The idee of uniform design ordained from above clashes with the 

concept of the city as a conglomerate of the most divergent 
needs and elements old and new, public and private, weil-ordered 

and untidy. Ideally, individuality and user-friendliness — which in 

its turn presupposes a certain degree of order Ifunctionality, 
recognisabilityl — should be balanced. 
Creating and maintaining this balance is a task of the municipal 

administration. In Vienna, this is a competence of the Municipal 

Department for Architecture and Urban Design IMA 19). In the 
early 90s, this department experienced an urgent need for change. 
The intensive utilisation of public space and the concomitant glut 

of vats and troughs, poles and bollards, signboards and lighting 

fixtures, which rather followed the laws of a purely purpose 
oriented functionalism than those of aesthetic values, n&ade it 

necessary to enter into an intensive cliscussion on the siiblect of 
urban furniture. Municipal Department 19 comr»issionecl thc 
services of distinguishcd experts with sol«I cxpericncc in prolects 
abroad, such as Carl Aubock, Luigi Blau, Hans Hollein, Wilhelm 

Holzhauer, Boris Podrecca and Dietmar Steiner, ar&d hegen to work 

on the project. The "Arbeitskreis Stadtruoblierung" &Working 

Party on Urban Furniturel was active from 1991 to 1993 and set 
itself the following tasks 

survey and evalciatior& of the existirig urban fiirniture; 

sorting anct streamlining of the old stock; 
~ unification of the style of the individual items; 
~ development of new elements that should be as 

unobtrusive as possible; 
~ development of guidelines for a future, suitable form of 

urban design. 

"Today, the most difficult trick lies in keeping surfaces - gable 
walls, streets or squares — free of cars, bottarcfs, flower boxes etc. ' 

Jan Rave 

To squeeze more and more functional efficiency into less and 

less space - this is the Gordian knot that must be unravelled by 

the city fatheis and their "council of sagos". 

10 



They do not want to simply cut it by corsetting the city in a uniform 

design programme but rather have decided on a "less is more" 
approach both with respect to the quantity and conspicuousness of 
the new urban furniture More concretely, this means: 
~ maximum reduction of the number of individual elements 

(po(es that doub(e as lighting fixtures and also hold banners 
and Christmas decorations, advertising pillars that can be 

used as storage facilities for street cleaning or mai( storage 
containers that also serve as benches) and 

~ unobtrusive design of the new furniture — the creative principle 
should be less visible in the individual object than through the 
interaction of several elements (quiet, uniform colour schemes, 
uniform materials, weil-balani:ed shapesl. 

The demands directed at public space are constantly increasing: 
it must safeguard the mobility of some and the security of others, 
it must provide activity for one group, freedom for another and 

municipal services for the third one. In proportion to the diversi- 
fication of public space, the significance and niirnber of the 
elements of urban furniture is growing, too we all need street 
lighting arid wastebaskets, pedestrians are protected from cars 

by means of bollards and railings, while the car drivers are 
themselves directed by a multitude of signs; cyclists need bike 

stands, dog lovers a bit of green space, and tobacconists a pole 
to which they can fasten their newspaper boxes And soon, space 
has evaporated a square has become a funk-room 

Yet these many requirements are in direct contrast to the need of 

enloying free, uncluttered space, openness, air. Therefore, sorting, 

clearing the city of "(umber" was the first task of "Arbeitskreis 
Stadtmoblierung". In this, the experts did not question the 
necessity of the different items so much as discuss their aesthetic 
qualities and arrangement After a stocktaking of the existing 
urban furniture of Vienna, a selection of items for further use and 

items to be discarded was made. Items that were lacking or 
aesthetically inadequate were thus not selected from the catalogues 
of international manufacturers but "custom-tailored" for Vienna. 
"In the era of mass merlia, tefecomn&unications and culture 

industry, appearances and reality of a city are of equal 
importance. " David Harvey 

The competitions organised for this purpose demanded in- 

dividual solutions — thus, a uniform design programme for Vienna 

in its entirety was deliberately relected from the beginning. 
The oblective was coorrfinatiorh not the creation of monotony. 
The working party explains its preferences with respect to the 
materials (low-weight, sturdy, durable, possible recyclablel and 

colours used (unobtrusive white aluminuml, while the design 
itself shows the hand of both weil-known architects and young 
designers. 
On(y a few elements were to be the same and thus easily 
recognisable — all over Vienna, such as e. g. shelters along public 

transport lines, phone booths or hydrants; the rest was to blend 

with the surroundings 

Marco Polo describes a bridge, stone by stone. 
"But which one is the stone that heers the bndge?", Ktiblai Khan 

asks. 
"The bridge is not horne by any single stone", Marco replies, 
"hut by the line of the arc formed by the stoiies. " 

Kublai Khan reflects in silence. Then he arlrls "Why do you speak 
of the stones~ For me, it is only the arc that cotints. " 

Marco Polo replies, "Without stones, there is no arc. " 



Licht / Leuchten / Maste 

Light / Lighting Fixtures / Poles 

Light provides security. Light sets a mood. Light helps us to 
find our way. Since 1687, ighting fixtures in the streets form an 

element of Vienna's urban furniture. Ever since, they have t&ecome 

easier and easier to handle; at the same time, their ntimbpl ancl 

performance has inceased. Vyhile cattle foot oil lanterns were 

mounted 300 years ago to help Vienna's burghers find their way 

home and protect them against insidious attacks, street-lights 

today serve n1uch more ambitious tasks 

they nnilst provicle daylight illumination for entirc streets, 
they rnust cali attention to crossings and obstacles, 
they must provicle p easant light conclitions for peclestrian 

zones ancl sidewalks, 

they must delimit bridges, 
~ they must "highlight" historical fee, ades, and 
~ they taust be attractive, too. 
The range of lighting fixtures in Vienna is enormous, the poetry 

of their names does honour to this country of poets and musicians, 

encompassing everything from the historical "lily of the valley" 

or "episcopal staff" to the more functional "suitcase" and the 

modern "reflection cornet". 
Principally, there are two different ways of placing lighting fixtures 

in a public space context on poles or on tension lines stretching 

between two fixed points. Both methods have their pros and cons. 

1 type Briglttenau 
&l, iivaiiisr. &I strlill pole 
lt»» f) 

iltis�(I 

f) tllytlst('I' 
rlr viii»r rl t)y At&. iiitt. kt(*nitr»ppi' U pult)Ii 

2 type Oswaadggass 
g;ilvainiserl steel pole 
I »» f) litt&1(I a l»»1»l«inl 
(l&lsr&l»r;&I I)y A&lolf Kr)yeti;) t»tv 

3 type Flchtegasse 
fit;1st« f)&llr' 

l&»fi llr' tri ilrl&»l»»llll 

rf(*s«fit( &l I)y Rliil&tlf L;t»lf«r i fit 

4 type Neue Rlngstrasse 
s t()I'I I«Il(' 

&Irlv«in(tri l)y Riirl»lf I;Inlf)ri olit 
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VVhile tension lines do not clutter streets and sidewalks, they b ock 
the free view of the sky. Extreme examples — such as on Vienna's 

Ringstrasse - will disappear as soon as possible. 
Moreover, it is difficu t to install teiision lines thc owners of tlie 

houses between which the lines would stretch have to give thcii 
okay and usually are unwilling to. Negotiations with th(ani liav(. 

proven tiresome and costly; it is ntuch simpler to sct iip po es 
o n p Ll b I i C g I'o LI ll cl 

Poles, too, have to carry ntore iterms tl»lri in the pest, such as 
lighting fixt(ires, traffic signals, banners, Christnias-rlccoratioris 
Much of what used to be fastened to the walls of hoiiscs in th(. 

pest is now attacherl to poles, which has thc arlvantage that tli(l 

facades are better visible Yet with Pech ncw hurden or load 
(security regulations, wind gets caught in banners, heavy 
Christmas decorationsl, the poles would neeil to heconie a bit 

thicker, not unlike trees growing annual rings. Howcvcr, thc "o(7e 

hundred year-o d pole" is not a loy to look at, nor is it useful 
what should therefore be done7 The soliition lies in i cinforcing 
the pole walls. Thanks to new technologies, poles ca(7 meet al re 

quirements without increasing their total circumference Visually, 
the new poles even look "thinner" than their predecessors 

5 type 
salve 
I a l1 1l) 

t. I f 
' s I (I 

Donaustadt 
»)se(l v( vl i)»l( 
11(' l(l 'litt)11)fit(tr11 

ii(*(l t)y At( lltlr)kit. »(I)()I)P( u B, )ii» 

6 type Meldllnger Hauptstrasse 
platzbeleuchtung 

(I llvt»»sf)(I sft't'I f1»l(' 

k»»ll llt. ' 1t I sl 1(I)I(. . 's) 
(I( vf(I»( (I t)y B»t tv Pt)(lt( (. t, t 

7 type 
ri, t I v, t 

I;lf»f) 
(ltfvl(I 

Meldllnger Hauptstrasse 

11() I(l vi, ttftl('vs vi( t'I 

rt '(I t)y B(t'ls P()litt'(( 

B type Mariahllfer Strasse 
(l, (lv, iriivt tl vi( ( I I)»t 
I;ll»l) ll(' l(l I)»ly(", it r 

(Ir st()»t)(l I)y A(t Iltl('ki( tl(it, fl)it 

II B;ttltl 
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As a result of its deliberations, the "Arbeitsl&reis Stadt- 
möblierung" has formulated the following guidelines: 

Be(ng a necessary evil, poles should be kept as unobtrusive as 

possible with regard to their colour (white aluminum) and 

shape (round, conical); the only element that can vary son1e 

how is the hase section lexample: Mariahilfer Strasse). 
If several poles have to be iiistalled, they should belong to the 

same "pole fan1ily"; principally, the rulc is lass is better, rmore 

((n(fornt is also more beautiful; if con1bined with bollards and 

other elements of urban furniture, the design resiilts fror» this 

C o !11 b I it a t l o f1. 

On the other hand, attention is paid to imbt»ng thr. li(lhtinrl 

fixtures with an aesthetic character of their own and also to the 

light they radiate. The new lighting fixtiires installed in Vienna's 

public places are the result of a rlesign process that was directly 

focused on the local conditions. Using existing lighting fixtures 

selected from international catalogues was not considered as 

an option — the identity-creating function of the urban lighting 

system was recognised. The use of historical and historicising 

lighting fixtures should at all costs be limited to protection zones 

The light colour, intensity and positioning of the lighting 

fixtures permit adapting them to individual situations and 

locations. In selecting a size for a light fixture, the cross section 

of the respective street must be borne in mind; with respect to 

the light quality, the type of street section to be lighted mt(st 

be considered (pedestrian zone, residential street, traffic lane, 

dangerous zone, monuments and facadesl. 

sketches "ret lecting lighting unit" 
B ()II« P (l(l((, (t, (. ( 
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Reflecting lighting unitc 

The reflecting lighting unit by Boris Podrecca was created in co- 

operation with the lighting planning studio of Christian Bartenbach 

and MA 33 lPublic Lighting) on the occasion of the redesign of 

Meidlinger Hauptstrasse, a major shopping street: for this purposc, 
it was planned to employ not only new lighting fixtures hut also 

a new lighting system that was to light the surrounding section of 
the street in an adequate manner and provide a pleasant light as 
weil. Up to now, the atmospherical rluality of light was optin&ised 

in our streets and squa res by r»eans of conventional l((3ht(ng 

systems, using the croative potential arising from this approach. 
Streetscapes are visually created by virtue of their delimitations. 

Lighting systems in their turn create the limits of space and set 
accents that are best implemented if dazzling effects are totally 

avoidecl. 
For this reason, Christian Bartenbach has presented several pos 
sibi ities for antidazzle lighting systems which were taken into 

account in Boris Podrecca's design for his reflecting lighting unit 

In Podrecca's lamp, the source of light is invisibly housed in the 

hanging cone; by means of an appropriate arrangement of light- 

transmitting components, a homogeneous lighted area is thus 

created on the ground. in addition to the aesthetic effect, issues 
such as safety, maintenance and low energy consumption were 

also considered: thus, areas with little light and dark corners are 

largely avo(ded. 

2 detail of type Meidtinger Hauptstrasse 
I('fit't iitlr. i ii(tililll(i illilf 

(lrsitirii*(i tty B(ttis Bit(irr it, i 
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Poller / Hydranten / Auslaufbrunnen 

Bollards / Hydrants / Trickle Fountains 

Bolfards have niigratecl from water to land: originally, they ware 

woocien or rneta posts usccl to moor (arge sailing ships; since 
the late 1960s, they serve as "elements counteracting car traffic, 

designecl to curb er&ci prevent illegal parking". Vyhere traffic signs 
and road markings have no effect, boliards are used — for functional 

and aesthetic reasons, the mcinicipal administration has to keep 
certain areas of public space clear of traffic. 

Up to nocv, boiler ds were rege rded as the only method to pr otect 
the different groups of "city users" — pedestrians, cyclists, car drivers 
— from each other. Dietmar Steiner, a member of the working party 
i Arbeitskreis Stadtmohiierurig", writes in this context, 
"The Increasliig /&0/ lalolsation of the city has thiis l&ec;oitie oiie 

of ri&e most obviocis fornis of (he growing trend to split tip per/&/ic 

space lo accon&n&coole ciiffeient grO»ps anC/ types of ii(iiisa(IOn. 

Fiinctiona/ ho//arc/s »re thcis rhc i&uiit reaction to tiic. ' /oss of 
so ilei'II Ity vvltii I I. 'spe. 'cl l o t/ie ilsc 0 / piihiic spacc 
iii Vienr& i, fiirictioii ii l&oll ircis »re practically thc only type iiseci, 

ti&ey arii as iinoI&triisive is pussible anti should ni'vi'r ol&strcict the 

view of histor ic;ii i&c»lclincis, irchitectciral ensen&blas ancl 

n&onun&ents The rancie of bol arcls einployecl by the City of Vienna 

therefore contains thrcc cliffcrc. nt tyl&es: metal posts (heiciht 80 cn&), 

cast-iron bollards (sariie heicihtl f&nci stone balls (cliamctcr 50 cn&l, 

which up to now were cisecl only in a very few cases, such as on 

Neuer Markt or Franziskanerplatr squares. It was only these few 

"stones of contention" that triggered a discussion of the bollarcl 

issue in Vienna: a sign that thousands of other holla reis fsre 

overlooked in everyday ife, or that the concept of the municipa 
administration of renciering these objects as iinobtrusive as 
possible has been successful. 
From the s im wastebasket carrier (diameter 6 cml to the 
functional bollard (10 cml or the collapsible, lighted safety pillar, 

one design approach is evident in the entire "bollard family"— 

a parallel shaft with a semicircular top. The combination of the 
clifferent elements resiilts in a special, discreet formal language. 
The distance between the bollards is determined on the basis of 

one simple requiremer&t it must be wide enough to let prams ancl 

whec chairs pass without difficulty hut must block the path of 

even the snial est cars. Usually, tiie distance between two boilards 

is 2 m, if there is a possibility of clirect access, they have to stand 

closer tociether Ti&eir heicdht (at least 80 cm, 50 ein for spherical 
boiler dsl ai&ci colour (bright colour, visiI&lei result fron& the stcir&- 

darcls that regulate the user friendliness of various urban furnitcire 

elements for clisabled persons. In addition, this dimension has the 

aclcleci advantage for car drivers that the bollards arc visil&le fr om 

the car window because ti&ey are higher than the teil of the i:ar 

In spite of all this, bollards are frequently damaged or run ovar 

by cars, which has entaiied additional requirements. 
Bollards have to be relatively break-proof and splinter-proof. If a 

vehicle collides with a bollard, the surrounding pedestrians — for 

whose protection the device was installed in the first place - must 

not be endangered. For this reason, the use of steel bollards is 

recommended. Their wall thickness was increased from 2 mm to 
4 mm Vyith respect to their cost/benefit ratio, too, steel bollards 

are superior 

1 stone balls 
si))l)f! ()I l. f)I)f I 

safety pillar 
laill 

3 bollard 
si):f I 
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Bike stands are a relatively young member of the urban 

furniture fan1ily. They are c amp-type stands that began to 
replace the olrl-fashioned bike stands when cycling in the city 
became chic and bikes more and more expensive. Suddenly, it was 

not safe anymore to tie the front or rear wheel of one's bike to a 

stand — with the growing but unwholesome desire of not entirely 
law-abiding citizens to take a free ride, the devices designed to 
prevent this infringement had to become more refiable: bike 
owners bought better locks, and the City of Vienna provided 
improved protection in the form of stands to which the bicycle 
frames are reliably fastened. 
It is a surprising fact that only a few bike stands had to be paid for 

by the City of Vienna. The cost of all the green, grey or blue stands 
was horne by sponsors, in return, their names or logos grace the 
bike stands. 
As a secondary function, bike stands also serve as stand-ins for 
bollards and therefore are found not only in front of the sponsors' 
shops hut also at street crossings and beside driveways. 
Vyhile it is often demanded that bike stanrls should also be equipped 
with a roof (above all those neer Undergrolrnd stations), no 

concrete discussion of the matter has been undertaken yet. 

Considering that Vienna is a city of unsurpassed water quality, 
it is astonishing that drinking water is only very sparingly used. 
Patrons of pubs and restaurants meet with incredulous stares 
when asking for "normal" water (a unique feature of Vienna), 
and in public space, too, there is hardly any possibility to quench 
one's thirst with Vienna's delicious, pure mountain spring water. 
Although the campaign "yyater for Vienna" did remedy the 
drinking fountain deficit to a certain degree in 1990 through the 
installation of 20 such fountains (all above-ground installations 
were paid for by the sponsors, while the City of Vienna paid for 
the below-ground features), there is still a great need for fresh 
water. The question is whether the new trickle fountain designed 
for the "urban furniture" campaign will be used for this purpose. 
In any case, its design is as future-oriented as that of the new 

hydrant: High-tech special steel with crucible-steel component, 
white-aluminum co our, "cool" design. The familiar picture of 
the eid hydrants with their peaked top will soon be a thing of the 

pest; however, their technica structirre will remain the same. 
Thus, rt is only a matter of a new outward appearance for the 
hydrants that should be timeless, 111odern and, of course, 
inconspicuous. Cur rently, the n1odern hydrants are used only 

outside the Gurtel boulevard; at a later date, they will replace all 

olrl hydrants. Like bollards and poles, water-drawrng points are 
arrnongst the few pirrely fur1ctronal elements of urban furnrture 
that require r1o adaptation to their surroundrngs and therefore 
can be installed all over Vienna 

1 bike stand 
eii i I 

2 trickle fountaln 
eralllli. 'se eroi. 'I, t. 'rsl rolli 
ilosiiiiii'il lry sriirlio KISKA 
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The "Arbeitskreis Stadtmöhlierung" suggests that the 
following guidelines he observed with respect to hollards, 
hydrants and triel&le fountains: 

, i &ls;iricl liy&li ants shoii &I 1)riiicil!;Illy h&!, Is necitr;i 

&ii nt:t»isic & iii tfii ii clesiclr! as 1&&)ss&I) r-:, 

fl e;ir r a I y, t h i. i n t& rit c)ri i s !r) rn i k e cl o vvrt h si m p I e rii n cl&!I s 

tfli!ck-liistr!r Ii 'il hn lar&ls an&1 hyclrants slio»lcl ori y he»se&l »1 

f meer!tiona casris siic'i as iri fror!t of sf)ecial histor!c11 

h &II elf&', ii s f)l liiif'1 lllif. &11 s, 

: ! o I , , i i I . , s Ii ii « Ii 

t fi f 

I h r: er)t iii) rc i: n & rli n cl t n i n &1& v &cf&l il re)&1&iiii!iiii ritt, 

iii;i i; !ri I« r. Il tlif. . « rl&it n h rir, i i I n vc 

Hydrant 

rif t'i. rii, , i. v, »&l, vrrirrr»fl fr&r' liy&lr, iiil f&» V«: iri i li, i 

I t &, r ) & i s l s I s r i 1 , I s 
I 

' 

I f &vf'i l it I'f)I fl l ll fl I f 

tll, lt tl'f' «&ltlf» lf I r'1 

f I 
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Verkehrszeichen / City Lights / Litfaßsäulen 

Traffic Signs / City Lights / Advertising Pillars 

"For days on end, man walks between trees and stones. Only 

rarely the eye lingers on an oblect, this happens when man has 
recognised it as a sign of something eise. " 

Italo Calvino, "Invisible Cities" 

The pedestrian on the brown sign with the yellow borders shows 
the right way to pedestrians, the green sign with the bicyclc on it 

only concerns cyclists; blue, green, red, white signs direct 
motorised traffic. Innumerable sign codes span the city: traffii; 

signs, orientation signs, signposts, boards bearing the narnes of 

streets and squares, signs indicating various events, billboards 

and hoardings. They direct or misdirect citizens. They are typical 

of each individual city and at the same time must be decodable 
by everyone, including outsiders. Their logic is international, 
their utilisation is locally specific. 
Vienna's sign codes work relatively weil whether it is names of 

streets and squares, informatory signs or notices indicating various 

events on advertising pillars, it is easy to decode and distinguish 

between them. As in other areas of municipal administration, the 

problem of the signs lies in their sheer number: one sign helps 

you to find your way, while many signs are confusing and also 

obstruct the cityscape. The suggested panacea of reducing their 

number is not always applicable The creative impulse of cities 
finds its natural limit in the road traffic regulations and their 
internationally standardised traffic signs. 

Thus, they are left to stand, although not always in the same 
place. Wherever possible, it is attempted to cluster traffic signs 
together or to mount them in such a way that the historical square 
so painstakingly cleared of cars is not cluttered again, this time 

by "no stopping" signs. Care in mounting the signs and a positive 

attitude of car drivers willing to accept that one single "no stopping" 
sign refers to an entire square could help to minimise the 
aesthetic damage done 
With respect to traffic signs, little can be done except show one's 

goodwill It is a different thing where orientation signs are con- 

cerned that are directly controlled by the city, such as the public 

transport sign system: the entries to the Underground network 

are uniform and easily recognisable: a blue cube with a white 
"U" on it. Tram and bus stops are also weil signposted However, 

the signs indicating public transport schedules on tram or bus 

stops should be improved since they are inexact and not very 

informative. To remedy this, it is planned to introduce an 

EDP-supported operations monitoring system for Vienna's public 

transport lines. By means of displays, this system will teil waiting 

passengers when exactly the next bus or tram will arrive. For this 

purpose, 74 bus lines and 35 tram lines will have to be adapted 
to the new monitoring system; 504 buses and 605 tramcars will 

have to be equipped with on-board computers. The first prototypes 
— the design of the displays will correspond to that of the tram 

and bus stops — will be launched in 1995. 
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A combination of more light and more information at bus and 

tram stops is provided by the so-called City Lights. These are 

lighted advertisement boards that either stand alone or are 

integrated into the new shelters. City Lights are made of break- 

proof glass, and their lighting system is hooked up to the public 

street lighting. High-qualfty materials are used for City-Lights not 

only for aesthetic reasons — it has also been proven that such 

oblects are less frequently destroyed by vandalism. The 

inhibition threshold is much higher in case of high-quality objects 
that look valuable than with regard to lass costly-looking or even 

damaged devices. 
For business circles, City Lights are an attractive means of 

advertising for products, the City of Vfenna generates an income 

that is used to maintain the shelters (a costly affairl, and the 

additional lighting makes passengers feel safer at night. It's really 

killing three birds with one stone. 
The traditional predecessors of the modern City Lights as a means 

of advertising events or products will remain: these are the con- 

ventional billboards and hoardings as weil as the advertising 

pillars that can be found wherever hoardings are not an option, 
i. e. on open squares and in pedestrian zones. 

I 

1 City Light 
iirinllnrltn ftnlnr' ft'Infli. 'Ir. 'rf (flats 

2 City Light Mariahfffer Strasse 
sirrrrl fr, rr»rr, trrrrinr rnrl gl;ins 
rfr:srffnarf lry Arrihrfekfrrnrfrnnne 
U B rfiri 
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Advertising pillars became famous the world over when the 

fi m "The Third Man" was shot in Vienna in 1949: trying to escape 
bis pursuers, Orson yyelles enters an advertising pillar to disappear 
down into the sewers of Viei)na. Ever since, advertising pillars 

have been associated with Vienna although they originated in 

B e r I i f1, w h P f P. t h e f I i s t p i I I a r o f t h i s t y p e w a s m o u n t e d i n 1 8 5 5 b y 

a circus director and an inventive printer called E Lftfass (whfch 

is why they a re ca lied "Litfass" pille rs in German). Since its 

advent in Vienna, the advertising pillar has undergone several 
changes the historical pillar was replaced by more and more 
1iistere siiccessors wliich in their turn soon became too aiistere 
for protection tones, this is the reason why the current type, 
a i)ii(er with a rdreen synthetic top anti the coat-of-arms of the 

City if Vienna on it, is the most widespread. Originally, it was 

planned to install the "pillar with the steel he(met", inspired by 

the historical advertising pillar, on St. Stephen's Square only, 

however, citizens liked it so much that such pillars now grace the 

Ringstrasse as weil, where they are positioned at a distance of 
200 metres between each other. 

1 advertising pillar 
i)»ly('ii('I, (ll»»l»lll »1 

(II)si(f»t. '(l ')y All 1»f('ki('»(ll »f)f)l' 
U B lt»1 

2 advertising pillar 
sfi el lr, ii»r, vii( l i, illiniiiii»ni 
rlesirlne&l l)y B lrl) ir 1 Aiill 
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In the course of their "reduction works", MA 19 and the 
"Arbeitskreis Stadtmoblierung" currently favour a new, multi- 

functional model whose colour and shape harmoniously blend 

with the other urban furniture elements. 
Since the days of "The Thircl Man", things have changed, and 

advertising pillars no longer hide staircases leading down to the 
municipal sewers; what they hide today are various storage facili- 

ties and ventilation systems for garages and the Vienna 

Underground. 
To keep public space as uncluttered as possible, the 
"Arbeitskreis Stadtmöblierung" recommends the obser- 
vance of the following guidelines: 
~ reduction of the number of signs in general to a tolerable 

minimum; careful installation of all necessary signs; 
~ hoardings should only be used temporarily lto hide con- 

struction sites etc); 
if possible, advertising pillars should serve several functions 

(storage, ventilation etcl; 
mock-historical advertising pillars should be limited to certain 
historical locations; everywhere eise, modern pillars should be 

installed; 

companies or persons wishing to advertise and inform by 

making use of public space must take recourse to the facilities 
offered by the City of Vienna (billboards and hoardings, 
advertising pillars, City Lightsl. 

City Light: 
City Lights are advertising surfaces protected by glass and 

equipped with background lighting; they are either stand-alone 
constructions or integrated into tram or bus shelters. The glass 
used is break-proof tempered glass which largely precludes vandalism. 

Also, the frames are mostly made of aluminium. Thus, City Lights 

look light and transparent while serving a protective function. 
In Vienna, the success of City Lights began in 1992 with the instal 

lation of the new tram shelters designed by Luigi Blau who 

integrated the lighted posters as side elements and additional 

lighting fixtures into his construction. Since that time, hundreds 
of these lighted posters mounted at eye level are used by 

advertising companies according to a weekly schedule. 
The revenue thus generated pays for the maintenance and cleaning 

of the shelters, and the additional fighting is in keeping with the 

demand for more safety. 
But not only the advertising company Gewista, Vienna's business 

circles and municipal administration are happy about this facility 
that has become a staple of nearly all big European cities — the 
population, too, thinks it very attractive. In a poll, mure than 40 'o 

of the persons interviewed classified the new shelters equipped 
with City Lights as "excellent" — a degree of acceptance but rarely 

achieved by other objects of public space. 
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Papierkörbe / Mü lldepots / Postdepots 

Wastebaskets / Refuse Containers / Mail Storage Facilities 

Wastebaskets are part of the traditional furnishings of a city: 

one sees them without really taking notice; only their lack is in 

effect perceived. For several years, shocking-orange wastebaskets 

of less than felicitous outlook tried to capture the attention of 
Vienna's pedestrians. Their pedagogical value, too, soon proved 

nonexistent: people who want to use wastebaskets will do so in 

any case; the others won't be convinced by even the most con- 

spicuous madel. Today, the approach is different: wastebaskets 
should be unobtrusive, but there. It was furthermore agreed to 

paint the orange baskets silver-grey until the entire city is 

equipped with newly designed wastebaskets. 
But not only the colour of waste containers is a delicate issue; 
it took a long time of experimenting until all potential drawbacks 

were eliminated — it is hoped — with the latest madel. Below a 

short list of the problems with waste containers: 
the traditional wastebasket used in Vienna (and often ascribed 

to Josef Hoffmann&, a simple, cylindrical container made of 

sheet naetal with square, stamped holes in the sides, has the 

disadvantage that smaller bits of refuse are blown out by the 

wind. A metal tube was inserted into these baskets so that only 

very small openings remain; 
however, rain still penetrates the basket from above, to run off 

through the sides, which leads to ugly stains underneath each 

basket. A small cover installed on each basket is to werd off 

the rain; 

liquids thrown into the basket (ice-cream, drinksl still leak out 

and cause sticky spots underneath. 
Thus, refuse containers must withstand wind and rain, be as 
leakproof as possible, have an opening small enough to keep users 

from simply trying to throw things into the basket (and miss) and 

at the same time be of sufficient width to permit placing larger 

oblects in the container; moreover, they must be easy to handle 

and visually unobtrusive. In the meantime, it seems that the ideal 

weste container has been found — until new requirements of city- 

dwellers again demand that a new type be introduced. 
All refuse not thrown into the wastebaskets is picked up by the 

street-sweepers of Municipal Department 48 (Refuse Disposal 

and Vehiclesl, collected and stored in so-called "storage facili- 
ties for street cleaning" until the next refuse collection lorry 

passes by. As a rule, these storage facilities are grey sheet metal 

containers housing two to three refuse containers of MA 48; 

they are not particularly pretty hut not very conspicuous, either. 

In the future, some advertising pillars will be used to house such 

storage units. 

If not integrated into buildings (the ideal casel, refuse bins and 

so called "centres for recyclables" will be positioned at the 

kerb in places with specially widened sidewalks so as to be easily 

accessible to both user s and refuse collection lorries. They are, 
however, not particularly nice to look at. Their shape results from 

the required compatibility with the vehicle pool of MA 48; their 

colour varies depending on the use of the individual containers 
for different recyclables. 

1 weste basket 
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Housings for refuse containers are used only in exceptional 

cases. They serve the function of a tie on a dirty shirt: they must 

not quite cover the top of the refuse containers so that their 

purpose is still evident, and they must leave a few centimetres' 

clearance above the ground so that the refuse will not get stuck 

in them. The prototpye of the future refuse container housing is 

therefore made of bright expanded metal and held together by 

struts which in their turn are visually compatible with the bollards 

used by the City of Vienna. Above and below, the refuse container 

remains visible; only the middle part is hidden. 

Of course, the best solution would be to clear the street of the 

centres for recyclables and to integrate them into the surrounding 

buildings. While this is difficult with existing houses, corresponding 

regulations have been enacted for new housing developments; 

larger refuse collection rooms will be installed for pre-sorting 

refuse which will be deposited in several different containers. 

A complex, highly specialised disposal system such as ours needs 

sufficient space and must also be easily accessible to residents 

and waste collection workers. The care currently invested into the 

planning of refuse collection rooms indicates a veritable shift in 

the value attached to waste - in the near future, wastes will not 

be dumped wherever convenient; rather, room will be made for 

wastes. 
It is unclear why a certain type of rustic-style casing is so often 

associated with refuse. It is a fact that country-style wooden 

casings for refuse bins and "centres for recyclables" turn up again 

and again, such devices may have some Iustification in parks but 

are totally unsuitable for streets and squares. Thus, through its 

output of wastes Ialthough nowadays more euphoniously referred 

to as "recyclables" I, the city also denies its very nature. 

Beside the grey boxes identified above as street cleaning storage 

facilities, there are often sma Iler exposed aggregate concrete 
containers whose purpose is probably a mystery to the pedestrians 

passing by — until they notice a postman opening or closing it: 

these containers are mail storage facilities. Due to its incon- 

spicuous ugliness, the abovementioned exposed aggregate 
concrete container is barred from protection zones but even in the 

first municipal district, no postman can be expected to carry his 

daily load of 60 to 80 kg of mail around on his circuit. What should 

thus be donez By means of a competition, a container was found 

that corresponds to the aesthetic requirements and also serves 

two functions, thereby contributing to the reduction of the urban 

furniture glut: the ehest-type device doubles as a mail storage 
facility-cum-bench and is also suitable for Vienna's Inner City. 
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In case you believe now that all the plain, grey containers to be 
found in Vienna's streets and squares hold no more mysteries for 

you, you are quite simply wrong. Qur inspection tour has not yet 
dealt with the circuit switch case, which serves the Postal 
Authority, cable-TV operators and the Vienna Power Company 
as a distributing centre where innumerable lines meet and 

branch off. Switch cases are necessary technical installations that 
are difficult to relocate once they have been assigned to a certain 
place. In this case, too, an integration into the surrounding 
buildings was considered as a solution. However, this is par- 

ticularly difficult to implement since different users have different 
requirements regarding their joint control centre: 
~ the cable-TV company "Telekabel" needs a branch every 50 

to 100 metres; 
in order to control the traffic lights, the view from the switch 

cases to the street crossings must be unobstructed; 
people who need to work at switch cases for a longer period 
of time are grateful for their user-friendliness - thus, switch 

cases cannot be housed underground. 
Since it has therefore become evident that circuit switch cases 
must mostly remain where they are in the interests of their users, 
their location is not an issue anymore — what remains to be discus- 
sed is their design. It seems that a kind of modular system for the 
numerous small cases makes the most sense one specific function 

would be covered by each element of this "case family"; these 
elements would correspond to the respective safety standards 
and visually harmonise with each other. Such a modular system 
is currently being developed. 
The installation of boxes and containers by private individuals 

and companies in public space is a delicate issue and principally 

prohibited. However, one exception has quietly prevailed — the 
so-called "media box". In front of each tobacconist's, you can 

find one to five of these sheet-metal boxes. They stare the news- 

papers between delivery and the time when the shop is opened 
in the morning. In the past, a simple slot in the roller blinds of 
the shop was enough to insert the newspapers Today, this is 

impossible due to the enormous quantity of publications. 
However, instead of positioning the boxes — which are only used 
a short time of the day in any case but clutter the sidewalk round 

the clock — in the street, it might be a good idea to integrate them 
into the shops; this could be a requirement for all newly-opened 
tobacconists's shops. Llntil then, the problem remains unsolved: 
neither expressly permitted nor expressly prohibited, media boxes 
persist, more or less by prescriptive right, and cannot be simply 

removed; neither are they redesigned so as to meet municipal 

demands. A tricky situation, especially if we bear in mind that the 

media boxes may set a precedent, and then everybody could pitch 

their camp in the streets. Luckily, not everybody is as financially 

potent as the Mediaprint corporation . . . 

1 media box 
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Guidelines of the "Arbeitskreis Stadtmöblierung" 
regarding the different storage facilities: 
~ refuse containers should be unobtusive and blend incon 

spicuously with their surroundings. The new containers seem 

to meet the current demand; 
the standard refuse containers are acceptable — the problem 
lies with their location; 
while one or two parking lots are lost by installing the 

containers for recyclables at places with specially widened 

sidewalks lpopularly referred to as "big ears"), this has 

emerged as clearly the most useful method; 
casings for refuse containers should only be used where 

absolutely necessary. Pseudo-country-style casings do not fit 

the urban context and are therefore inacceptable; 
what to do with the so-called "media boxes" is still an 

unclear issue. 

Wastebasket designed by Luigi Blau: 
An earlier section of this text has already dealt with the many 

criteria that must l&e met by a simple refuse container — functionally 

and aeasthetically, the new model designed by Luigi Blau is the 

last point in a long series of experiments with wastebaskets as an 

element of urban furniture. The simple function of a wastebasket 
should be recognisable without being specially indicated, 
Luigi Blau believes: a spacious container, a cover and an opening. 
The ovai shape of the wastebasket results from a consideration of 

spatial economy: oval containers take up less space than round 

ones since they can be installed even in narrow places. The organi- 

cally shaped cover, which provides protection against the rain, 

opens to form a vertical insertion shaft. The "cannelures" of the 

corrugated sheet-metal do not only have a visual effect - making 

the refuse bin appear smaller — but also render it more resistant 
to adverse influences. Since the containers are emptied by hand, 

they should be as light as possible and therefore will be made 

of aluminium 
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Bänke 

Benches 

In Vienna, the city of cafes, there are enough places to rest and 

relax; one should therefore assume that additional benches in the 

city's streets and squares are unnecessary. Bi&t that's wronri. First 

of all, even the smallest ciip of coffee must be paid for, and 

secondly, not all cafes boast ari outdoor garden that per rnits 

enjoying the sun and watching the passers-by Public benches are 

therefore essential, less to facilitate cornruunication, as is sug- 

gested by the original motlel, the country-style "long bench", hut 

rather to permit everyone to rest, enloy the sun and look around 
— all free of charge 
Two different types of benches are used in Vienna: one has no 

backrest and is meant for a quick stop in between or for rearranging 

one's shopping hags while the other has a back and invites 

pedestrians to sit down and relax a bit. 

How much benches are associated with gardens becomes evident 

in the madel used most frequently in Vienna — a traditional 

garden bench. While this bench is suitable in many places, it is 

not fitting for each and every situation. More modern, urban 

variants were therefore introduced in some locations as weil. 
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If one asks oneself what material is the most pleasant to sit on, 
the answer is bound to be "wood". Metal is cold, it leaves ugly 

imprints on the skin in the summer if you are wearing a short 
skirt or bermudas, and it is simply unpleasant. yyhile synthetic 
materials avoid these drawbacks, they have other disadvantages 
for example, the colour of plastic benches fades relatively fast in 

strong sunlight — the benches must therefore be replaced quite 
often and generally do not age weil. Conversely, wood is warm, 

pleasant, sturdy, relatively impermeable to vandalism, durable 
and not too expensive 

Recommendations of the "Arbeitskreis Stadtmöblierung": 
~ the traditional Vtennese bench with wooden plank seat and 

backrests and structural cast-iron components should be used 
in the future as weil; 
as an "urban" addition, new models — also made of wood 
— are available; 
if wood is used as a material for benches, it should also be 

recognisable as such Icolourless coatingl; 
in some situations, the use of synthetic and steel benches is 

also lustified. 

3 double bench 
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Wooden bench by Boris Podrecca: 
The wooden bench designed by Boris Podrecca is in full accord 
with the experiences made in the pest few years - wood is the 
most pleasant material for benches — and the traditional Viennese 
benches of the past. Its simple shape permits its use in both old- 

style and contemporary surroundings. An angular-tube frame is 

anchored to the ground in two places and carries a projecting 
backrest and seat console made of powder-coated iron to which 
an ergonomically designed profile of solid lath wood is mounted 
at the ends of the backrest and seat components. 

sketches of the bench 
Boris Porlreoo, i 
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Blumenschalen / Baumscheiben / Pflasterungen 

F lower Bowls / Tree-Protection Devices / Pavements 

The miniature-sized "municipal parks" provoke the most diver- 

gent opinions: vehemently demanded by same, disparaged by 

others as "dogs' latrines", they offer an informative picture of 

how the urban population perceives nature. In this context, we 

are not referring to real parks and gardens (whose value need 

not be discussed), but rather to the token flowerbeds and shrub 

enclaves, whose installation may help local politicians to win 

municipal district elections but which hardly delight the human 

eye and nose if left to their own devices. 
"Of course, there is something fetching in the enthusiasm with 

which urban dwellers applaud the forget-me-not beds ui mosaic 
vases al)11ed at I)7&bu)ng the boiilevarns with botaiiical amiability, 

they do not feel that the rnetropolitan atmosphere is thlls ringen' 

with a trace of 'wlio has the nicest bafcony?' competitioiis, " 

While it is not necessary to view the situation as radically as Wolf 

Jobst Siedler in his "Murtfeied City", the tendency of demanding 

green spaces, no matter how small, shabby and dirty, is in fact 

linked to a skeweil conception of nett)re and urbanlsm. Noboily 

will oblect to the planting of a line of trees iwhich in any case is 

done wherever possible) What should be rejected, however, are 

those undefined and undefinable green spaces, with or without 

shrubbery, that — while not requiru&g any particular tending — look 

nondescrlpt and hardly appealing. 
Wherever it is lmpossil&le to plant trees ldue to underground 
constructions etcl, it is recommended to set up flower containers 
with weil-tended seasonal plants instead of the current odd beds 

of even odder shrubs However, the flower containers that 

currently satisfy the population's yearning for nature in the city 

do not satisfy the eyes of aesthetes. As in many other big European 

cities, a hexagonal flower vat made of concrete has been in use 

for the past few years: the low price and manifold ways of use 

are the pros of this container — the cons lie in the material, ubiqui- 

tousness and rather technoid shape. Thus, new flower containers 

were demanded and designed by some architects Thus, new 

wooden, metal and terrazzo flower vats were recently introduced 

and could replace the hexagonal i:ontainers in a not too distant 

future. 

The various types of tree-protection devices are a hardly 

perceived element of urban furniture. They protect trees from 

importunate humans, animals and vehicles. 
~ The cheapest solution are open devices, usually in the form of a 

stretch of unpaved ground encircling the tree. This device can 

only be used if no pedestrians will have to walk on it. 

Passable tree-protection devices are mostly visible metal grids 

or grids hidden below the pavement. The latter option is 

particularly costly and also conveys the impression that the 

pavement, which extends to the tree, could suffocate the plant. 
~ Trafficable tree-protection devices must be made of concrete, 

steel or cast components to be sturdy enough to bear the load 

of the vehicles passing over them; they are functional and 

visually the most satisfactory solution but also quite costly. 
The currently used tree-protection devices are technically reliable, 

pressure-resistant, easily exchangeable and aesthetically 
satisfactory. 
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Without doubt, old pavements are also the most beautiful. 

What makes a square a square (just think of Italian towns) is the 

multitude of creative opportunities provided by natural-stone 

pavements. In addition to their visual superiority, natural-stone 

pavements also have numerous other advantages: they are easy 
to keep clean and to repair, age weil and are permeable to water. 

They are only somewhat dangerous to high heels — and they are 

expensive, by far the most costly way of making a city passable. 
Concrete and asphalt are cheaper. The structure of concrete and 

the different possibilities of laying such pavements offer some 
creative options; however, concrete pavements soon look dirty 

and also enhance all irregularities of the terrain. 

The elasticity of asphalt provides for more confortable walking; 

this material is cheap and re-usable but offers practically no 

options for visually diversified application. 
The "Arbeitskreis Stadtmöblierung" submits the follow- 
ing suggestions for "green zones": 

"if there are to be any green spots at all, they should be really 

green" this means planting trees or installing flower 

containers; nondescript pseudo-green tones with (or withoutl 

faceless shrubbery should be avoided; 
~ the existing hexagonal flower vats should be replaced by less 

technoid, mure individual shapes, always maintaining a 

reasonable balance between container and plant, 
~ flower containers should not contribute to the segmentation of 

public space, using flower containers instead of bollards is 

impossible for financial reasons — maintenance would be too 
cumbersome and costs consequently too high. 
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Kioske / Haltestellen / Telephonzellen 

Kiosks and Stalls /Tram and Bus Stops/ Phone Booths 

"Kiosks are not the bones and flesh of a city. They are the 

nerves of identity. The structure of kiosks permits the perception 

of the reiationship of the municpai administration of a given city 

to the parasitic utitisation of pubiic space. " 

Dietmar Steiner 

Up to now, the creative freedom of kiosk operators in Vienna was 

practically unlimited: since the development of the standard kiosk 

in the 1950s, a wide variety of different - aesthetically more or 

less successful — kiosks has sprung up. This diversity is now to be 

curbed to a certain extent. A general uniformisation of kiosks such 

as in Madrid or Berlin is unimaginable in Vienna and also runs 

counter to the parasitic and essentially improvised character of 

kiosks. 

Open kiosks hardly ever offend the eye: the image of small booths 

grown over with newspapers is so familiar to us that we practically 

never ask ourselves whether they are aesthetic — we buy and 

walk on; kiosks only look depressing in the evening or on week- 

ends, when no papers or signs mercifully cover their barren 

structure. The architectural competition for the design of kiosks 

organised in 1994 took account of both situations (kiosk open/ 

kiosk closedl. 

Kiosks and market stalls convey a similar atmosphere: you do not 

have to enter or fold your umbrella to buy; there is no waiting at 

the cash desk. This is a place where the city admits to being what 

it is: things have to move fast, you can eat what you have bought 

right in front of the stall, and the kiosk should be open as long as 

possible, even outside the normally strictly regulated opening hours. 

Nothing has remained of the oriental origins of the kiosk: the 

garden pavilion was transmuted into a take-away stall and thus 

became a symbol of urban life, like fast food and pedestrian 

zones. 
The only problem is that space is slowly becoming a bit scarce: 
the areas around Underground stations and other crucial points 

are already crammed to capacity. New licences are granted only 

rarely, and operators are thus forced to accept secondary 
locations. Thus, the new, completely rethought and redesigned 

kiosks will probably first appear in less frequented spots — but 

perhaps they will be attractive enough to lure a correspondingly 

large public. 
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1 Entwurf designed by 
Angelika Ingre 
Johannes Zeininger 

2 Entwurf designed by 
Christoph Elmecker 
Markus Reuter 

3 Entwurf designed by 
Karin Schwarz 
Karl Heinz Schwarz 
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1 Entwurf designed by 
Michael Mann 
Peter Mlczoch 

2 Entwurf designed by 
Andreas Burghart 
Friedrich Reisenhofer 

3 Entwurf designed by 
Sabine Zechner 

3 
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4 Entwurf designed by 
Helmut Hempel 

5 Entwurf designed by 
Angelika Zeininger 
Johannes Zeininger 

6 Entwurf designed hy 
Gregerpauschitz 
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Tram and bus shelters, in their turn, need not fear any loss of 

customers, it is all the more delightful that the City of Vienna has 

tried to make them as pleasant as possible in modern, uniform 

design, bright and lighted by night, they are safe and can be found 

along tram routes practically throughout the entire city. 
This new type of tram stop is the result of a competition and has 

convincerl both tram users and the Miinicipal Department for 

Architecture and Urban Design so that their installation through- 

out Vienna was an uncontested step. The nevv shelters are entirely 

riew with respect to both structure and furniture (benches, 
wastebasketsl. 
Moreover, stops will be equipped with displays indicating the 

arrival time of the next tram or bus. Up to now, this computer- 
controlled operations monitoring system has only been intro&luced 

in medium-sized cities such as Grenoble. Vienna and Berlin will 

be the first big cities to use this system. 
The 1989 competition for a new shelter design was not triggered 

by aesthetic but by financial motivations: the maintenance of the 

many different old shelters was expensive and a competence of 

the Vienna Public Transport Board which found itself unable to 
meet the rising costs. Thus, a sponsor was needed and found: 
the advertising company Gewista, which offered to finance the 

maintenance of tram and bus stops through the installation of 

City Lights advertising media. This in turn required a new type of 

shelter into which City Lights could be integraterl. Thus, Vienna 

was given its new shelters. 
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1 Wartehäuachen 
Stahlprofile, Securitglas 
Entwurf Luigi Blau 

2 Telephonzelle 
Stahlprofile, Securitglas 
Entwurf Luigi Blau 

t tram and bus shelter 
steel, tempereci giass 
ciesigned t&y Lciigi Bian 

Z phone booth 
etc ei, tempeced glase 
desictned by Luigi Blau 

Every 20 years or so, the city is also equipped with new 

phone booths. The time is ripe again: the aluminum booth with 

swinging doors and the typical "round" design of the 70s fit was 
first introduced in 1974l will be replaced by a madel that 
harmonises with the other elements of urban furniture and also 
corresponds to the manifo d requirements for phone booths. 
phone booths must be transparent, easy to recognise, sufficiently 

weil lighted and noise-protected. 
A particularly weak point of the old phone booths, i. e the 
swinging doors, was remedied by means of a simple but efficient 
solution — by simply having no doors at all. The three remaining 
sides offer enough noise, theft and wind protection, and the 
booth does not really have to be closed at all. 

The fact that shelter-type booths will also be used in the future 

instead of stand-alone phones with noise-protection domes is 

motivated by the abovementioned protective function of the booth: 
users fee relatively safe and protected from wind, weather, 
pickpockets and eavesdroppers. 
Phone booth: 
The new phone booth by Luigi Blau provides a link to the design 
and financing concept of his tram and bus stop shelters. Three 
side walls linstead of fourl protect users against inclement 

weather, eavesdroppers and theft, the phone booth is open on 

one side, the door has been done away with. The fully transparent 
side walls are held by aluminum supports which also carry the 

roof whose lines ascend towards the front of the booth. The roof 

shape, which rises tangentially from an arc, thus emphasizes the 

front, i e. the access side. On the outside, a lighted advertisement 

can be mounted and used to pay for the maintenance of the 
booth The opaque back wall carries the phone with connection, 
tray, information and interior lighting unit. 
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Die Benutzeroberfläche Stadt 
Dietmar Stei ner 

The City as User Interface 

All cities of the world are the same. What was it about Andy Warhol 

and his Mc Donald's beauty rating& Moscow was not a beautiful 

city then. According to Laurie Anderson, Mc Donald's is the 

symbol of home for Americans because it signals recognisable 
permanence. In the meantime, Warhol's "beauty" has achieved 
world dominance, and Laurie Anderson may feel "at home" even 

in Moscow. The same signs everywhere; Coca-Cola, Mc Donald's, 

Bennetton, Body Shop, Levis - we know the brands and what they 

offer the world over, and we know how much more difficult it can 

be to buy some simple loaf of bread. Apart from that, we live in 

uniform hotels, follow the same sign codes through airports 
without ever giving it a thought, and we recognise taxis as taxis 
everywhere in the world. 

Seen on this level, I once was ahle to identify five "signs" that 

were the same even for the lformerl Soviet Union and the United 

States. In both these world powers, you have to wait in restaurants 

till assigned a table; the condition of their roads is often comparably 

back the same goes for the road holding properties of their home- 

produced cars if we compare Moskvitches and Cadillacs; the cor- 

porate frame of mind adopted by the (now peacefully deceaseill 
PAN AM was comparable to that of Aerof lot, and in both countries, 

you are forced to queue in post offices for outrageously long 

periods of time. 
Such comparisons of sign systems enticed hapless film reviewers 

to assume that Wim Wenders, in his film odyssey "To the End of 
the World", wanted to lead us through similarly exchangeable 
cities. Quite the contraryi Wenders's Iourney, taken as an example, 
is rather a precise lecture on sign systems - hotel lobbies, interiors 

of cars, phone booths — whose local colour creates differentiation 

on entirely new levels. 
Or let us take lust a simple contemporary image of some street of 
some city in some magazine. How can we recognise what country 
and what city is meantz Is it the houses, the medieval square in 

front of the city hall, the neo-Baroque villa, the simple 1920 
housing development, the postwar apartment blocks? There are 

so many of those in the world, dating from all eras Istyle is not a 

question of eras anymore, or is itzt. The place where the picture 

was taken can only be identified by the types and vintage of the 
cars in it, perhaps you can recognise some number plates, an 

inscription on a house, a signboard. It is only this sign code that 

enables us to differentiate. 
There is one thing we can say with certainty after this first walk 

across sign codes, namely that "the city" as homogeneous, uni- 

form perception does not exist. There is "the city" as idea, there 
are streets, there are houses; all that is densified to form conglo- 
merates, and if a certain density has been achieved, we cali the 

result "city". One thing is still missing: a city needs a name, 

a designation that permits delimitation. VVe must bear this in 

mind for soon even the names of the agglomerations will have 

become historical territorial designations that cannot indicate a 

precise place. Signs are mixed and mingled, signs that are more 
superficial and yet will penetrate more deeply than any colonial 
architecture of centuries past. The place as such will then have 

become a super-concept, a kind of symbol for something, for a 

point in a dispersely urbanised region. 
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It is one of the basic errors in the self-tinderstanding of architects 
and urbanists that they ascribe a directly perceivable function of 
orientation and identification to their constructions and regulations. 

In individual works, architecture is able to articulate and preserve 
the mystery of a city. Yet unless it is itself a touristic sign, archi- 

tecture has nothing to do with general readability in the spirit of 

its creator. 
Readability, materially fixed as "user surface", can only manifest 

itself in the very ecriture of its utilisation and principally disposes 
of three levels of access. They are all based on the assumption 
that each city experience is a form of conquest. For there is no 

form of "nature" where this lascivious oscillating between human 

artifice, seeming familiarity and sudden irritation remains as 

evident as on the urban surface. 
The first and most frequent form of conquering a city happens in 

the company of a scout, a guide. The arrival in the strange city is 

thus instantly channelled - one is expected. One is taken round 

and accompanied, instructed; the scenes of the acquaintance are 

quasi excerpts, sectorally guided, they create selective 

perception. The stranger is involved into a subsystem of the city 

that, thanks to the guide, instantly conveys safety and familiarity. 

It is of no great importance who acts as the initiator: acquaintances 
and relatives, tour guides or business partners will do. In all 

these cases, the stranger is introduced to the user surface by 

means of instructions: take the X line to get to Y where you can 

find a shopping mall, a museum. Never sit beside the taxi driver, 

for example in Paris. Always get into the taxi in the back, for 

instance in London. Your scout will also teil you where and how 

you will eat and drink. A particularly perfect example was 
described by William Gibson in "Mona Lisa Overdrive" — the 
completely computer-generated tour guide who appears holo- 

graphically at the touch of a button, knows all the ins and outs of 

the strange city and actually protects Kimuko in London from all 

sorts of dangers. 
The imagined scout leads to a contrary example of the conquest 
of a city's user surface, namely to the lone wolf thown suddenly 

into a hostile environment, the rogue fighter. Such a type will e. g. 
arrive at the airport of Chicago or Sevilla, collect his luggage and 

not know how to proceed. There is no one, no contact person, the 

information counter is closed. What he does find is an illuminated 

board with the addresses and phone numbers of hotels. He takes 
down the numbers, first referring to familiar names, such as Hilton, 

Sheraton, Holiday Inn. He takes a taxi, checks into the hotel, 

decodes the operation of the room phone, air conditioning system, 

TV and minibar. Again, this is an adventure that cannot be 

successfully handled without some basic knowledge of control 

techniques. While the graciously provided hotel room folder 
contains the unavoidable stationery plus ballpoint pen, sewing kit 

and the inevitably obscure shower cap in the bathroom, the 

essential indicator of one's position in the city, the city map, is 

practically always missing. 



Why is it that nearly all hotels in the world assume that the guests 
already know a city before they arrive there? The information 
material to be found in hotel rooms seems to be based on the 
assumption that guests - who in fact come to the hotel to spend 
the night there - will spend the entire day in the building without 

venturing outside. They do not teil guests anything about the 
city, they do not help them to penetrate its everyday user surface. 
And it is totally irrelevant in this context whether we are dealing 
with some nondescript business hotel in Kassel or a class joint, 
such as the First Sheraton Commander in Boston or the 

Drei Konige in Basle. 
It is a fact that the stranger in a strange town, the desperado, is 

dependent on the routine he or she has acquired, following the 
familiar international sign codes and adapting them to the local 

rituals, not without some failures and problems. 
Both madels of approach to the city as user surface — i. e. scout 
and desperado - converge to provide the third model, a mixture 

of the two that comprises both, the native and the knowledgeable 
stranger. For both, the native and the knowledgeable stranger, 
experience only a precisely defined part of the city and thus are 

sublect to a predetermined reception of potential perceptions. 
Howevei, both experience familiarity, familiarity with the rituals 

of the everyday life of a city After all, this is the compass of 
one's own, individual sector of perception. The individual, scout- 
defined place has been developed, experiences of the urban 

jungle have been formulated as a form of accompaniment. This 

opens the doors of perception to a concrete place. Only then does 
the user surface become fertile. The view changes, away from the 
names of streets and tram stops, to a more detailed form of ob- 

servation. Readabihty is no longer an issue, abstract signs take 

the place of words and slowly form an authentic flair of the 
concrete location that emerges, individualised, from all the 
trivialities. A certain refuse basket along one's daily route, the 
mailbox because it's needed, the sequence of certain errands. 
In the 1960s, Kevin Lynch researched this individualised sign 
code of cities. And he proved how strong these "odds and ends" 

of a city, the furnishings of space along daily routes, deform and 

reorder even the entire appearance of the city in the individual 

memory. 
The user surface of a city forms an image, a flair, a kind of 
melting-pot composed of objects and signs and the directed 
perception of them. In its production, this user surface is only 

rudimentary, its perception is not controllable at all. The realm of 

signs is the realm of power — a quote taken either from an ancient 
Chinese philosopher or from Peter Weibel. So how can the 
productive level of the city as user surface be influenced? 



For the signs of economic power, there are the strategies of creative, 
artistic subversion. They are amusing for the culture business as 
a garne hut in the end are only variants for the further propa- 
gation of the power of these signs. yyith respect to the signs of 
government power, to regulatory systems and ordinances, this 
subversive garne is able to generate a much more basic irritation. 
Municipal efforts are required for the not insignificant remainder 
of the comfortable furniture of a city. Up to now, no municipal ad- 

ministration has shown enough courage to intervene lor permit 
to intervenei principally and conceptionally in this sector. 
If this intervention is attempted to a certain degree, such as in 

case of the big project for the new public squares of Barcelona, it 

will soon become a megahit of urban planning. Apart from such 
cases, municipal administrations choose more or less randomly 
from the catalogues of urban furniture manufacturers, with the 
added disadvantage of conf licting competences and tensions 
between different departments and areas of responsibility. This is 

in fact the surest way of turning good intentions into veritable 
everyday nightmares in the trench warfare of bureaucracy. 
On the other hand, a project that already bears a title so general 
and yet pregnant with meaning as "The City as User Surface" can 
link the levels of production and perception. This would also 
constitute an eminently political subject — namely to recognise 
the self-projection, the flair of a city, as an area of at least partial, 
limited organisability. 
For after all, we have to make a beginning somewhere if our aim is 

to render places recognisable beyond mere car types and number 
plates. Urbanism and architecture alone cannot salve this 
problem — only the city as "user surface". 
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